Tanzy
5-year-old female, 35lbs
Quite social, fairly outgoing,
very affectionate. Loves people!
Will need house-training, frequent grooming,
and lots of exercise.
Tanzy’s professional grooming
generously donated by Christine Taticek

Tanzy’s Adoption Requirements

-Due to surgery while in the care of her previous owner, Tanzy cannot reproduce but will continue to go through heat cycles. For
that reason and based on personality traits, Tanzy cannot go to a home with a male dog.
-Must meet any potential canine siblings before adoption; please bring your dog with you to the shelter during your initial visit.
-Must leave the building on a Weiss Walkie harness. You may bring your own or purchase one in our store.
-Must have a secure crate - if you already have one, bring it with you for transportation purposes or purchase one in our store.
-Must purchase a starter kit to set Tanzy up for success in her new home.

Strongly Recommended for Tanzy

-A social, female canine already in the home - this will be the first time these dogs have ever been without another dog at their
side. Having a social dog already in the home will help these pups come out of their shell sooner and will make them more
comfortable in their new environment. If there is not another dog in the home, they will need frequent and routine access to
one nearby (ie: a neighbor, friend, or family member’s dog)
-A fenced-in yard - even with a fenced-in yard, these dogs should always be supervised and on-leash, as several have been
known to jump fences/open doors.

Included in Tanzy’s Adoption
-Spay/Neuter (all dogs were either previously altered
or have been spayed or neutered at WHS)
-Initial bath & grooming
-Initial vaccinations

-Microchip
-A martingale collar
-A starter bag of dog food
-30 days of free pet insurance

-Certificate for a free vet exam
-A lifetime of behavior support

